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the code from the topic, try changing your code to
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# create a file with the extension `.rda` and
change the name `test.rda` write.table(x, file =
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the extension (.rda) then you can use the

writetable(x, file =...) command. Otherwise you
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solar metallicity star-forming galaxies in the local
universe. One of the most striking properties of

galaxies at high redshift is their tendency to have
high stellar metallicities relative to the present-
day. The origin of this trend has been elusive.

While much theoretical work has addressed this
question, observational support, in particular at

low redshift, is sparse. To explore this connection,
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we have conducted a search for star-forming
galaxies with subsolar metallicities in the local
universe, where further studies can be more

easily conducted. We present results for a sample
of 886 extremely metal-poor (EMP) star-forming
galaxies found in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey.

With our sample having a median stellar
metallicity of ˜1% solar (12+log O/H = 7.73),

these local galaxies are some of the most metal-
poor star-forming galaxies currently known. These

galaxies populate environments from the
relatively isolated, low-mass, Local Group galaxies
to clusters of galaxies with a wide range of stellar

masses, and include a few galaxies with the
highest stellar metallicities yet known. Given their

low masses and high gas fractions, these local
galaxies exhibit systematically low gas-phase

oxygen abundances in their interstellar mediums
(ISM). We find that the oxygen abundance is
related to the stellar metallicity (Z) through a
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simple linear relation, such that log O/H = log Z +
constant. We also find a higher average

metallicity in galaxies with the highest star
formation rates. These results confirm the close
relationship between galaxy metallicity and star
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